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Head First PythonO'Reilly, 2010

	
		Ever wished you could learn Python from a book? Head First Python is a complete learning experience for Python that helps you learn the language through a unique method that goes beyond syntax and how-to manuals, helping you understand how to be a great Python programmer. You'll quickly learn the language's...
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Digital Music Making for TeensCourse Technology PTR, 2004
Get ready to move beyond the stage of simply ripping audio from CDs to the more creative ends of digital music production. The sheer volume and variety of computer-based production techniques can often seem daunting. "Digital Music Making for Teens" eases beginning musicians through that first crucial step into the larger world of digital...
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Implementing Word of Mouth Marketing: Online Strategies to Identify Influencers, Craft Stories, and Draw CustomersJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Learn to capitalize on online word of mouth, leverage its power, and measure results of your initiatives


	Savvy, strategic, and right on time, Implementing Word of Mouth Marketing is the essential guide for any company or organization needing to understand the dynamics of online word of mouth. This powerful book will coach...
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The Linux Programming Interface: A Linux and UNIX System Programming HandbookNo Starch Press, 2010

	
		The Linux Programming Interface is the definitive guide to the Linux and UNIX programming interface—the interface employed by nearly every application that runs on a Linux or UNIX system.

	
		In this authoritative work, Linux programming expert Michael Kerrisk provides detailed descriptions of the system calls...
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New World Witchery: A Trove of North American Folk MagicLlewellyn Publications, 2021

	
		Explore Nearly 500 Samples of Folk Magic, Stories, Artifacts, Rituals, and Beliefs

	
		One of the most comprehensive collections of witchcraft and folk magic ever written, New World Witchery shows you how to integrate folk traditions into your life and deepen your understanding of magic. Folklore...
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Maintainable JavaScriptO'Reilly, 2012

	
	
		The professionalization of web development has been a difficult journey because of our
	
		disparate beginnings. Even those who end up at large companies such as Yahoo! inevitably
	
		began on their own, hacking around. Perhaps you were even “the web guy” at
	
		a small company and could do pretty much whatever you...
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The Complete Direct Investing Handbook: A Guide for Family Offices, Qualified Purchasers, and Accredited Investors (Bloomberg Financial)Bloomberg Press, 2017

	The practical guide to direct investing strategies and best practices


	The Complete Direct Investing Handbook provides comprehensive guidelines, principles and practical perspectives on this increasingly attractive private equity investment strategy. Interviews with leading family office investors, qualified private...
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Forex Essentials in 15 Trades: The Global-View.com Guide to Successful Currency Trading (Wiley Trading)John Wiley & Sons, 2009

	Traders are constantly learning their craft. Those who do not share information, discuss tactics and review prior trades are doomed for failure. Global-View.com knows this. It is the leading destination for Forex traders looking to learn and discuss trading. With over 33,000 registered users from 125 countries, Global-View.com exposes its...
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The Art, Science, and Craft of Great Landscape PhotographyRocky Nook, 2015

	
		The Art, Science, and Craft of Great Landscape Photography teaches photographers how to convert their visual peak experiences-moments of extraordinary natural beauty that evoke a sense of wonder and awe-into stunning images that elicit the same awestruck emotion in their viewers. Randall is an experienced wilderness...
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Sustainable Software Development: An Agile Perspective (Agile Software Development Series)Addison Wesley, 2005
Software development for immediate success and long-term sustainability
Sustainable Software Development brings together principles and practices for building software that is technically superior, delivers exceptional business value, and can evolve rapidly to reflect any change to your business or technical...
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Program Construction: Calculating Implementations from SpecificationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Programming is a highly skilled activity, and good programmers are few and far between. In few other professions is the 90-10 rule (90% of the effort goes into the last 10% of the work) so vitally important. Many programmers are able to write programs that 'work' in most circumstances; few programmers know the basic principles of program...
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Product Management Essentials: Tools and Techniques for Becoming an Effective Technical Product ManagerApress, 2017

	
		
			Gain all of the techniques, teachings, tools, and methodologies required to be an effective first-time product manager. The overarching goal of this book is to help you understand the product manager role, give you concrete examples of what a product manager does, and build the foundational skill-set that will gear you towards...
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